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Turn a dolls' house into a home with a beautifully designed collection of everyday household

accessories. More than 350 finishing touches, in the popular 1/12 size, use inexpensive materials

and basic craft skills. Fill cabinets with tiny dishes and foodstuffs, prettify a living room with

miniature flower arrangements, and brighten a nursery with small stuffed toys and wooden trains.

They come in different styles from several periods--from a Victorian townhouse to a Parisian artist's

attic. A Selection of BOMC's Crafters Book Club.
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Kath Dalmeny is a talented craft designer and freelance writer. Her passion for miniatures began

when she was eight years old, and she has since become an avid maker and collector of them. This

is her second book for David & Charles. Kath lives in London. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

I have purchased many more than several books on how to make things in 1:12 scale. Those books

had some good information but they really weren't what I wanted, which was a book that explained

how to take life sized objects and get them down to the proper proportions. I'm a true beginner using

this scale so I needed help. THIS book is exactly what I've been looking for. Each of the projects

have patterns and, most importantly, the formula for reducing one foot to one inch. Or how to make

a pattern that is NOT in 1:12 scale, actually down to that without muss or fuss. I LOVE this book. I



have no doubt that it will be my 'go to bible' as I work more and more in miniature scale. If you are

newly into miniatures, OR, have a need for ideas, this is the book for you. I am thrilled to have found

it.

I am in my 30s & I've recently been able to (finally) house a large dollhouse that my grandfather had

built for me (it is actually a replica of a beautiful old house I lived in as a kid). A lot of the furniture

that was with it was either broken, missing, or just not up to par. I'm an art major & love making

things, so I've been eager to make a lot of the little details for the dollhouse on my own - but didn't

have as many ideas as I would've hoped. This book has EVERYTHING! If you like making little

things or need some realistic-looking details to a dollhouse, this is your book! (If you are looking to

make the furniture only, be aware that this book does not have a whole lot when it comes to actual

mini-furniture, appliances, etc.!) But besides that, it tells you how to make everything from tiny

flowers to parkay floors - and had more than enough ideas to keep me busy for a long, long time. I

am so glad I found this book!

Great book! I lost mine when we flooded and was thrilled to find a replacement.

Good for beginners.

Great book for anyone interested in miniatures.

super! I like it!

love it

The directions for making projects are clear and inspiring!
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